Calling all readers!

Want to read good books?  
Want to discuss them with other avid readers?  
Your bibliophilic wishes have come true!

We will be discussing

*Bastard out of Carolina* by Dorothy Allison

**Date:** Friday, January 31, 2014

**Time:** 1:00 PM

**Place:** LL420

**Bring a brown bag lunch!**

If reading a fantastic book, sharing a brown bag meal, and discussing great literature sounds appealing, ask your supervisor if you can attend. You can let Lugene or Annie know in advance or just show up. Everyone is welcome, even our virtual members!

For more information, please contact:

Lugene Rosen [lrosen@chapman.edu](mailto:lrosen@chapman.edu)
or Annie Knight at [aknight@chapman.edu](mailto:aknight@chapman.edu)